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Character Sketch of Macbeth 

   Macbeth is a character of powerful contradiction. In the beginning of the play we find 

Macbeth as a brave general of King Duncan. He is loyal to the King. He fights against 

Norwegian troops and wins the battle by his personal courage. So he is loved by all as the 

hero of the time. The king Duncan himself calls him “O worthiest cousin”. Macbeth 

appears to be fearless and courageous soldier. But his good qualities disappear when he 

meets the witches. His hidden evil desire arises, and he steps into the field of self 

advancement. In fact not the witches but also Lady Macbeth is responsible for his moral 

degradation that inspires him to kill the King. 

      Macbeth is a moral coward. Before killing the king he changes his mind several times. 

So Lady Macbeth calls him a coward, too. It is Lady Macbeth who makes him to kill the 

King. She pushes him into the world of crime and murder but after killing the King 

Macbeth becomes a serial killer. For the security of his future kingship he gets Banquo 

killed .and out of revenge he gets Lady Macbeth and her son killed. And all these he does 

without the direction of Lady Macbeth .He becomes an uncontrollable killer. 

       Macbeth is highly ambitious. Though, he has many extraordinary qualities he becomes 

blinded by his ambition. His ambition is stronger than his conscience. The witches tempt 

him with the idea of becoming a king Lady Macbeth nourishes that idea and removes the 

good qualities from him. He becomes a villain from a brave soldier. He kills the King, 

Banquo, Lady Macduff and her son 

The other aspect of Macbeth's character is his imagination. His imagination pursues him 

throughout the play. Before he kills Duncan, he sees a dagger floating in the air. He sees 

nothing but danger and so he is always tormented. 

       Macbeth is arrogant .Had he not been so he wouldn't have interpreted the prophecies 

of the witches in his favour, and consequently, he wouldn't have met such a fate. He is 

superstitious too so he went to the witches again to know about the future of his dynasty.      

His character gradually degrades him from a hero to a villain. 
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